INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Installations: On a new subfloor the subfloor must be smooth, hard, dry and clean.
Note: The subfloor must contain an effective DPM (Damp Proof Membrane).
The floor covering should not be installed in a room if the temperature is below 18°C.
Permanent installation: Use a single stick acrylic adhesive F44 Use a finely notched trowel.
Loose laying: Residential Environments Only
On concrete surface
These materials can be installed loose lay (in areas not exceeding 20m2). A rough concrete surface however
would need to be treated with a smoothing compound.
Note: In certain instances (gap between wooden floorboards, 3mm, grout lines of ceramic tiles 5mm wide, or any
other large irregularity in the subfloor), a smoothing compound or boarding will be required to obtain a
satisfactory finish.
Fully Adhered: All Contract installations & Residential Installation above 20m2 When fully adhering the installation
of these products is covered by BS8203 Code of Practice for the Installation of Resilient Floorcoverings.
Subfloors: Must be dry, smooth, flat and dry.
Important: Do not adhere the material to the subfloor unless it is completely dry (minimum 75%Rh)
Installation: On underfloor heating is possible (Glue line temperature not to exceed 270C ) Switch off heating
48hrs prior to installation, during and 48hrs after.
Installation: Place the material into the room to be fitted and allow to relax, for 24 hours at a temperature of not
less than 180C, this will make the floorcovering more flexible and easier to work with. Do not install at lower
temperatures. Lay the material with the excess lapped up the walls and ensure the pattern is running parallel to
the main wall, make relief cuts at inside and outside corners, doorways and fitments to relieve tension in the
material. Making sure the sheet is lying flat to the subfloor, make relief cuts as necessary to remove any bulges.
Then press sheet against base of skirting/fitments using a small block of wood to form an angle. Using a paint
scraper hold the sheet vinyl hard to the skirting cut flooring with a sharp knife. Move knife carefully and remove
waste every so often to help you see that you are making an accurate cut.

MAINTENANCE:
For regular maintenance use a vacuum cleaner, a soft broom or damp mop.
CLEANING: Use a neutral floor cleaning detergent with water and rinse thoroughly.
STAINS: White Spirit will remove most stains without causing damage. Do not use solvents.
PRECAUTIONS: Do not use wax products or rubber castors or protectors on the end of furniture legs. Use felt
pads to protect the floor from the legs of polished wood furniture.

